The Worshipful Company Cards 2019-2020:
The Battle of Britain, 80th anniversary
by Paul Bostock

Last November, Dr C. John Eaton was elected as the
new Master of The Worshipful Company of Makers
of Playing Cards, and his new cards were introduced
at the traditional Banquet evening at Mansion House,
home of the Lord Mayor of London.
The theme of his cards is the 80th anniversary of the
Battle of Britain, fought from the 10th July to the end
of October 1940. The Battle was Hitler’s first defeat
and a turning point of World War II in Europe. It is no
exaggeration to say that Britain’s freedom is owed to
victory in this battle. The Battle of Britain was fought
entirely in the air, and the heroic efforts of the relatively small number of pilots is the subject of Winston
Churchill’s famous quote: “Never in the field of human
conflict have so many owed so much to so few”.

At the Mansion House Banquet: the Master (centre)
with Senior Warden Giles Stockton (left of picture)
and Junior Warden Paul Bostock (right).
Dr C. John Eaton MB BS LRCP MRCS did his medical training at the Royal Free Hospital Medical School
in London, after which he was a Medical Officer in the
Royal Navy, serving on a frigate during the Cod War
(a territorial dispute with Iceland fought in the North
Atlantic), then a guided missile destroyer, followed by
two years in Malta before returning to the Royal Naval
Hospital, Stonehouse, Plymouth.
On leaving the Royal Navy in 1977, he entered general practice in Saffron Walden where he had a special
interest in the care of patients with diabetes and substance abuse and retired in 2018.

The WCMPC 2019-2020 Master’s cards: full set
What’s in the box? Under the card sleeve – pictured
above – there’s the usual luxury padded presentation
box containing two packs and a descriptive leaflet.
One of the packs is wrapped in cellophane, the other
has just a decorative paper band – this is a practice
the Company has adopted fairly recently, the point
being that many owners have been reluctant to open
sealed packs and the intention is that recipients of
these cards will get to see all the images relating to
the theme. A lot of work goes into these packs, and
this new idea means more people will appreciate it.

John became interested in pre-hospital emergency
medicine and was a pioneer medical responder for
the Ambulance Service. He was also involved in
motorsport medicine, retrieval medicine, sports medicine, major incident management, and was a forensic
medical examiner.
He was an Area Surgeon for St. John Ambulance, a
member of the British Association for Immediate Care
and its Secretary for eight years and he is a medical
author writing amongst other things a textbook on
pre-hospital emergency medicine.
On behalf of Clear the Decks, I asked John how he
came to choose this theme, what challenges he faced
along the way, and whether he was satisfied with the
final outcome. John’s account follows.

Choosing my Masters Cards
Dr C John Eaton
It is a tradition that in order for a new Master of the
Worshipful Company of Makers of Playing cards to be
a true Master Maker of Playing Cards, they need to
produce a special double pack of Playing cards,.

Unusually, I chose photos of the some of the actual
pilot “Aces” for the aces and maybe controversially
some of the German aircraft for the Jokers. I then presented my proposal to the Playing Card Committee of
the Company, who approved it.

The cards traditionally have a theme commemorating
a special anniversary, usually to do with the City of
London, occurring during or at the start of their year
in office. There is a picture of the Master on the ace
of spades together with the names of the Wardens
and the Company’s Clerk. The cards are presented
to Members of the Company and their male guests
at the Master’s Installation Banquet at the Mansion
House attended by the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs.
After considerable research, I decided to choose the
80th Anniversary of the Battle of Britain, which was a
key episode during the Second World War. I served
as a doctor in the Royal Navy and my eldest son was
an Intelligence Officer in the Royal Air Force, and I
have an interest in Military History, so I felt that this
was a reasonable choice.

Flying Aces Lacey and Bader
Following this I met the Company’s chosen designer,
Stacey Kelly of Squiddleink, to show her my ideas,
taking with me a bag of books full of photographs
and pictures of the things I wanted her to use for the
cards.
I was keen that the pictures were of aircraft that actually flew during the battle and was able to obtain the
copyright of some of the pictures from the Battle of
Britain Historical Society, which the designer was able
to use, but had to buy the copyright of some of the
aircraft from a publisher.

Churchill and Dowding
Again, I had to do quite lot of research, both about
the battle itself, the personalities and the aircraft
involved.
I chose pictures of the leaders during the battle;
Churchill and the senior RAF commanders for the
Kings, the British fighter aircraft for the Queens and
the way the enemy aircraft were detected and the
RAF pilots were alerted on the Jacks.

Supermarine Spitfire - planes feature on the Queens
Additionally the wrapper had to be designed together with the outer cover, which used a drawing of the
design for the Battle of Britain Memorial its sides.

Whilst the designer was busy producing the cards, I
had to write the contents of the insert, which included
a description of the cards, the battle, the history of the
Company and a brief CV (resumé) of myself.

From the explanatory insert
Finally, the designer sent the artwork to Cartamundi,
who produced the cards, the binder and the outer
cover and arranged for the card edges to be gold
embossed, before placing them in the boxes.

The two packs share the same themed fronts and the
backs are in navy blue and claret:

The two back colours
I found the whole process quite complicated and it
involved a lot of communication between myself, the
designer and Cartamundi, but it was also rewarding
and am absolutely delighted with the result.

